
WHETHER IT’S TRAVELLING FOR BUSINESS, VISITING FAMILY AND FRIENDS OR EXPLORING THE 
WORLD, DELTA IS LEADING THE WAY IN ENSURING SAFE, RELIABLE AND COMFORTABLE TRAVEL.

DELTA ONE EXPERIENCE
The experience in Delta One begins  
as soon as customers enter the airport. 
Delta One passengers enjoy Sky Priority®  
accelerated check-in, security and 
baggage handling service.

Getting into the Delta Sky Club®2 or 
access to our partner lounges is standard 
with every Delta One ticket, with  
complimentary drinks3, snacks and more. 

LET TIME FLY

With culinary experts from around the 
world we reinvented dining in the Delta One 
cabin, which includes seasonal selections, 
the freshest regionally-sourced ingredients 
and chef-curated meals. 

Customers stay entertained with  
Delta Studio® on their personal device or  
seatback screen with a noise-cancelling 
headset. They also find an available USB 
and in-seat power outlet.

ARRIVE REFRESHED

Customers can lie back and arrive  
well-rested in a 180-degree flat-bed seat, 
with direct aisle access on most flights. 
Each Delta One seat is easily adjustable for 
dining, work or rest.

Passengers can settle in with our premium, 
100% recycled polyester (rPET) bedding, 
and our Someone Somewhere handcrafted 
amenity kits, featuring Grown Alchemist 
skin care products, along with all their 
travel essential needs.

1 Delta One experience available on long-haul international flights and in select long-haul domestic markets. *Seat configuration may vary depending on aircraft type and size. There may be changes 
to Delta One seat configurations for Atlanta (ATL) – Dublin, Ireland (DUB) starting August 1, 2022. 2 All Delta Sky Club rules apply, visit delta.com/skyclub. 3Alcoholic beverages 21+ old, drink responsibly.  

4 Available via iMessage, WhatsApp & Facebook Messenger; text and emojis only. 5 Wi-Fi is available at a fee. © 2022 Delta Air Lines, Inc. EMEAI/SC 05/22.

AVAILABLE 
WI-FI5

FREE MOBILE 
MESSAGING4

DELTA ONE.
LUXURY AT A HIGHER ALTITUDE.

One of the most exclusive cabins in the sky,  
Delta One® offers luxurious details that truly 
make a difference.


